For bipartite graphs our definitions reduce to the usual ones. In this case, the concepts of maximum matching and m1nimtml support are related by the well-known Konig-Egervary Theorem. We extend this theorem to geometric relations (Theorem 2) in §3. The proof rests on a characterization (Theorem 1) of a maximum matching in terms of the non-existence of an "augmenting chain". The latter concept originated with bipartite graphs (cf. Berge [2] ), where it is associated with the ''Hungarian method" for finding a maximum matching. Our definition extends the notion of an augmenting chain to geometric relations by means of the MacLane-Steinitz exchange property.
In §4, Ore's [8] definition of a dEficiency function on subsets of S, for the case of a bipartite graph, is generalized to a geometric relation. The notion of maximal deficiency is applied in §5 to obtain an expression for the cardinality of a maximum matching (Theorem 4), a result proved by Ore [8] for bipartite graphs. As a corollary to Theorem 4, we obtain a generalization of the Marriage Theorem of P. Hall (see e.g. [6] ) and Rado [9] . The minimal critical open set is characterized in terms of the effect on the maximal deficiency when contracting G(S) by a point.
In §6, we investigate the structure of minimum supports. The relation R induces a dual Galois connection between the lattices of closed sets in 3 G(S), GI (T) , for which the elements of irredundant supports (defined in §6) are the coclosed elements, with the canonical anti-isomorphism between the quotient lattices specifying the corresponding elements in each such support. Among these, the elements of minimum support are shown to form anti-isomorphic distributive sublattices of the lattices of closed sets of G(S), G' (T) • As a consequence, we show that the minimum supports exhibit a distributive lattice structure (Theorem 5).
PRELIMINARIES.
Our primary reference for notation, definitions, and terminology is Crapo and Rota [4] . We smnmarize some basic concepts in the present section which will be needed later.
A ppegeometry G(S) consists of a set S together with a closure operator A 1+ A on subsets of S enjoying the following properties: The set B S S is independent if it is a minimal set with given closure. By (2.2) any independent set is finite. The rank rCA) of a set ASS is defined as the cardinality of the largest independent subset of A.
The rank function r satisfies the (upper) semi-moduZar inequality The cardinality of any finite set A will be denoted byv(A).
3. Pu:lerrING OWNS.
Throughout this paper, we consider an arbitrary (but fixed) geometric The distinction between a geometric relation and its converse in such cases is unnecessary, but it will be convenient to distinguish the two on some occasions.
The relation R defines a function, which we also denote by R, from subsets of S to subsets of T, where for any subset A £ S, o~i~n.
Note that if both G(S), G'(T) are free geometries, (3.9) 1mp11es that ai = ai' bi =b i for 1 $ i $ n, so that our definition reduces to that of an augmenting chain in a bipartite graph. We shall prove that M is a maximum matching in ( PRooF: Let the chain be given by (3.6), and define
A straightforward inductive argument, using (3.9) and the exchange property, PROOF: By definition, R(S-C) £ D. Thus
To prove the converse of Proposition 1, we require several lemmas valid for any pregeometry.
l.Ef.t1A 1. If Bl' B 2 are subsets of an independent set B, then
The proof is straightfo:rward.
LEIYMA 2. If B is an independent set, and D So ii, then the set is the unique minimal subset of B whose closure contains D. • ,n ( 
We first show that Bi· B i • By (3.11), bi (Bl-b l , so (3.10) and exchange property (2.1) imply the result for i 1lI'1.~e proof proceeds· by induction. Let 10 C ..,
and by a similar argument,
It follows now from (3.11) and the exchange property that ...
and the lemma follows by (3.11).
4. Let A be an independent set and a strictly increasing sequence of subsets of A.
(1 s i s n) are points such that 
nn
We can now repeat the above srg\DJlent beginning with The pro- The rank functions r, r' are finite by (2.2), so the deficiency o(A) is finite for all As;S. Since <5 is integer-valued and botmded above by reS), there exists a maximum deficieney 2 It can be shown that Theorem 2 is equivalent to a result obtained independently by Edmonds [5] . since AnB is a critical set, D" AnB, and equality must hold in (4.6) whenever both sets are critical. The foregoing results may, of course, be applied to subsets of G'(T).
In particular, for the converse relation R' to R, a deficiency function Recalling the definition (2.7) of the rank function for a minor. we observe that condition (5.2) may be alternatively stated: as follows:
For every subset ASS, the rank of the contraction of G{S) to A does not exceed the rank of the reduction of G'{T) to R{A}, i.e. We deduce from (6.2) and (6.3) that the pair of functions cr, cr' forms a dual Galois connection between the lattices L(S) and L' (T), that is, a Galois connection between their dual lattices. It follows from the theory of Galois connections (cf. Ore [7] ) that the composite functions cr 'cr , 
